BISHOP’S ORCHARDS FUNDRAISING IS THE RECIPE FOR CASH!

We offer traditional products that are easy to sell!

For more than 20 years Bishops Orchards has been helping non-profit groups reach their financial goals through fundraising; our pies are more than good, they are GREAT for your nonprofits bottom line! It’s like having your very own bake sale. How does it work? We offer a selection of our most popular pies (baked fresh or frozen), tea breads, and cookies (in the form of frozen cookie dough); you purchase from us at a discounted price, then sell to your clients at a suggested price... it’s that simple!

Pies (10 inch):

Apple $10.00
Apple Crumb $10.00
Pumpkin $10.00
Blueberry $10.00
Fruits of the Farm $10.00
Strawberry Rhubarb $10.00
Pecan $10.00
(Pecan pie comes fully cooked)

No Sugar Pies (10 inch):

Apple $10.00
Fruits of the Farm $10.00
Pumpkin (8 inch) $10.00

Cream Pies:
Banana Cream $11.00
Lemon Meringue $11.00
Chocolate Cream $11.00
Key Lime $11.00
Coconut Cream $11.00

Frozen Cookie Dough
Two dozen frozen, preformed, ready to bake cookies (ea. $8.50):
Chocolate Chip
Sugar
Oatmeal Raisin
Gingersnap
Peanut Butter

Tea Breads (1 pound loaf):
Banana $4.00
Pumpkin $4.00
Blueberry $4.00
Lemon $4.00
Zucchini $4.00
Triple Berry $4.00
Apple Caramel $4.00
Cranberry Orange $4.00

Structure your sale:
(you set your own prices, we suggest):
$12-15 for pies, $4.75-$5.50 for tea breads, $13-16 for no sugar pies, $10-12 for cookie dough.

Fresh or Frozen Pies:
You must determine if you want fresh or frozen pies. We suggest frozen due to freshness factor and flexibility with pick-up times.

Determine your dates:
You will need to set a cutoff date for taking orders and a handout date for customers to receive their items; this means you need to work backwards. Think about “when do you want to hand out the baked goods?” “How long are you giving your group to sell?” Be sure to leave yourself extra days to collect and calculate everything.

Orders must be placed with Bishop’s Orchards at least 14 days prior to your pick up date. Fundraising minimum order is 50 pies. Preferred pick up times are Monday-Friday 8am to 11:30am & 1:30pm to 4pm. Weekends from 10am to 2pm are by appointment only.

Quoted prices are for pick up only, cash or check. A 50% down payment is due when the order is placed. The remaining balance is due upon pick up. No exceptions. Pies are individually packaged in pie containers for freshness and protection. We encourage you to sell frozen, unbaked pies. Baking instructions are included on each label; pies must be kept frozen until baked. All tea breads are fresh (but can be frozen) and individually bagged and labeled. Cookies come preformed and pre-packed, 24 per container, labeled with cooking instructions. Cream pies come frozen.

Please note, to ensure accuracy of each order, we strongly encourage you to submit accurate, complete orders. Nutritional information is available upon request.

*Prices are valid through December 2019.
Allergy Information: Bishop’s Orchards Pies are produced in an environment that processes nuts.